Resource for Graphic Design
Interview Guidelines

Our Q&A-style interviews  
allow you to showcase your work,
company, services or products in
detail. The next four pages explain
the options available to you and
our submission requirements.
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Your

Options
All interviews must include a website

1 x IG feed post (add-on)


article as standard. Our articles live on

One Instagram feed post (up to 10 images

our homepage for up to three days, and

of one or multiple projects) published on

exist within our chronological index

the same day as the article.

page forever; allowing you to be seen,
searched for and saved. To further
extend the reach of your interview, the
two options on the right-hand side are
available as add-ons.

Popstar art director Nikos
Georgópoulos on the launch of

Prices on request
See next page for extended option

Website article (standard option)


Instagram story, LinkedIn,

Newsletter highlight (add-on)


A Q&A-style interview between you and  

Twitter and Facebook

Guarantee a spot in the top section of our

our editorial team, detailing your work,

posts are included with 

weekly newsletter, which is sent out every

process, company, services or products.

an article as standard.

Monday to more than 5,500 subscribers.
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Full

Feature
Combine together all six  

of these placements to  
give even more reach and
attention to your interview.

It felt like
a coming

of age film
INTERVIEW

Website article

A Q&A-style interview between you and  
our editorial team, detailing your work,
process, company, services or products.

3 x IG feed posts

Three Instagram feed posts published
over multiple days, starting on the day
of the article.

1 x IG reel

One Instagram reel highlighting your
interview, published up to seven days 
after the article.

Marlon Tate

INTERVIEW
READ NOW

Popstar art director Nikos
Georgópoulos on the launch of

Price on request
25% discount

IG story posts

Five Instagram story slides highlighting
your work and quotes from your interview.
Published on the same day as the article.

Landing page takeover

Get even more attention on your interview
by taking over our website’s landing page 

for 24 hrs on the same day as the article.

Newsletter highlight 

Guarantee a spot in the top section of our
weekly newsletter, which is sent out every
Monday to more than 5,500 subscribers.
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Submission
requirements

Image format and size

We can use jpg, png and mp4 files with a minimum width of
2000px. Any image ratio is fine, however, please ensure to
provide at least one image sized at 2000x1333 to be used for
the article cover image on our website. Images should be sent
through a download link, zip file or a link to the project online.
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Interview process

We conduct our interviews within a Google Doc, over the course
of 1-3 rounds of questions. We may make small grammatical  
or stylistic changes to your answers, but prefer to leave them  
as untouched and unedited as possible. Once the interview  
is complete, the interviewer from our editorial team will write  
an introductory paragraph to lead into your answers.
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Project and company description

Please provide as much information as possible about your
work, background, company and services (if we don’t know
you already). This will help us to shape the interview questions
that we propose to you.
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Selection process

We don’t have an official criteria for our interviews,

but, as well as fitting our personal taste, meeting the
previous three requirements will go a long way.
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To request an interview
with us, please email:

submit@the-brandidentity.com
Please let us know which options you 
are interested in when contacting us. 
More add-ons or a full feature will

speed up the wait time.

Please contact us directly, we 

do not accept submissions from  
third party representation, such  
as PR or marketing companies.
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Our audience

350k 18k 5.5k
Europe

580k North
America

United Kingdom

East Asia

1m Australasia
website page views per month

LinkedIn followers

email newsletter subscribers

Instagram followers

Instagram impressions per week
Male
Audience gender

Female

Top audience locations
18-34
Audience age range

35+

Desktop

32%

20%

14%

11%

7%
Mobile
35+

Website traffic by device type
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The impact of an
Instagram feature

Company name

Followers before 
our feature

Followers 72 hours 
after our feature

Followers gained

Editor X

15,480

17,360

1,880

Lift Type

5,723

6,395

672

Bielke & Yang

12,747

13,872

990

Otherwhere

162

570

408

HelloMe

19,340

20,494

1,154

Brandpad

4,952

6,784

1,832
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“It really helped to boost our
social presence and also got us 
a few leads on some new work.”

— Ryan Vincent, Co-founder of Perth- 
based design office Gesture Systems
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“The Brand Identity is perhaps
the only design site I actually
care about. Very humbling to
be on there today.”
— Garrett DeRossett, Co-founder of
New York-based agency Alright Studio
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“The interview we did had a big
impact. It’s also a great material
to send to potential clients!”

— Carlos Kun, Co-founder of
Barcelona-based studio Twoo
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Thank you!

The Brand Identity Group Ltd

Company number: 10334580

7 Browne Close, Ashwellthorpe,

Norwich, Norfolk, NR16 1FG, UK

the-brandidentity.com
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